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Abstract: Identification of concert halls was studied to uncover whether the early or late part of the acoustic response is more salient in a hall’s fingerprint. A listening test was conducted with auralizations of measured halls using full, hybrid, and truncated impulse responses convolved with anechoic symphonic music. Subjects identified halls more reliably based on differences in early responses rather than late responses, although varying the late response had more effect on acoustic parameters. The results suggest that in a typical situation with running symphonic music, the early response determines the perceptual fingerprint of a hall more than the late response.
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1. Introduction
When listening to music in a concert hall, the perception of acoustics can be divided into two basic constituents: source presence and room presence. The direct sound and the early part of the hall’s acoustical response create the source presence, whereas the late response creates the room presence. The early part is generally taken to be the hall’s response up to until 80 ms after the direct sound, which is also reflected in the ISO 3382-1:2009 standard parameters. However, the perceptual crossover time between the early and late response varies with the type of musical content, and is more or less governed by the echo threshold, i.e., the limit of the fusion aspect of the precedence effect.

The precedence effect is a psychoacoustic phenomenon that aids the hearing system in localizing sound sources in reflective environments. With a sufficiently short time delay, a direct sound followed by a reflection will not be perceived as two separate sounds, but rather be perceptually fused into a single sound. However, the presence of the reflection affects the loudness, timbre, and spatial extent of the auditory event. When the time delay between the direct sound and the reflection exceeds the echo threshold, fusion no longer occurs and the reflection is perceived separately from the direct sound. In a concert hall the late response generally consists of myriad reflections that come from all directions and at an exponentially decaying level. The reflections are then not heard as separate echoes, which are generally detrimental to acoustics, but rather as a pleasant surrounding room presence that adds a sense of depth to the music.

With symphonic music, the situation is more complex with overlapping sound sources of different spectral and time-domain characteristics. Because the nature of music is continuous, the complete reflection decay process is only heard fully when the music stops. Yet the underlying phenomenon of fusion remains the same and affects the way the contributions of individual reflections are perceptually processed into the foreground stream (source presence) and the background stream (room presence).
The ISO 3382-1 parameters have been developed to address the need for physical data that could explain the perceptual differences between the acoustics of various halls. The parameters facilitate classification of concert halls by considering various aspects of the early and late response and their proportional balance. However, there are indications\(^7\)–\(^9\) that the parameters fall short of explaining the more delicate aspects of subjective perception and preference, especially those that differentiate between “good” and “excellent” acoustics.

Therefore the question of what makes the acoustical “fingerprint” of a hall—i.e., what makes it recognizable from other halls—is still largely unanswered. In this paper, the question is explored by studying whether the most readily identifiable aspects of a concert hall’s acoustics are contained in the source presence or the room presence, i.e., the early or late response. For this purpose, a listening test was conducted with auralized acoustics of real concert halls.

2. Methods

The listening test consisted of identification tasks with auralized acoustics of eight unoccupied concert halls (listed in Table 1) using full, truncated, and hybrid spatial room impulse responses (SRIRs). The original SRIRs were derived from measurements of two listening positions in each hall with a calibrated loudspeaker orchestra.\(^10\) Figure 1(a) shows the positioning of the loudspeaker orchestra and the measurement positions P1 (11 m) and P2 (19 m) in one of the halls. P1 and P2 were measured at the same distances from the loudspeaker orchestra in each hall, thus enabling direct comparison.

Capturing the acoustics for one listening position consisted of recording a logarithmic sweep for each channel of the loudspeaker orchestra with a three-dimensional microphone array of six omnidirectional microphones. The impulse responses were analyzed with the spatial decomposition method\(^11\) to estimate the direction of arrival of sound energy as a function of time and frequency. A 24-channel SRIR (i.e., a convolution reverb) was created for the multichannel system by using the vector base amplitude panning\(^12\) method for spatial sound placement.

Three types of SRIR were used for the listening tests: full, truncated (up to 80 ms) and hybrid (two halls crossfaded at 80 ms). The truncated responses were created out of the first 80 ms of the response after the direct sound for each channel of the loudspeaker orchestra. A linear fade out was done from 75 to 80 ms to avoid discontinuities. The hybrid responses were created by taking the early response from one hall, the late response from another hall at the same position, and splicing them together channel-wise with a linear crossfade from 75 to 85 ms after the direct sound. An illustration of the splicing procedure is shown in Fig. 1(b). All combinations of hybrid responses were created for the two positions at each hall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hall</th>
<th>EDT (s)</th>
<th>(C_{io}) (dB)</th>
<th>(J_{LF}) (dB)</th>
<th>(G) (dB)</th>
<th>(L_J) (dB)</th>
<th>(G_{io})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amsterdam Concertgebouw (AC)</td>
<td>2.5/2.4</td>
<td>-2.0/-2.7</td>
<td>0.19/0.23</td>
<td>3.3/2.2</td>
<td>-3.1/-3.7</td>
<td>-0.9/-2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Konzerthaus (BK)</td>
<td>2.1/2.1</td>
<td>-1.7/-2.3</td>
<td>0.25/0.26</td>
<td>2.9/1.8</td>
<td>-2.6/-3.4</td>
<td>-1.1/-2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brussels Palais des Beaux-arts (BB)</td>
<td>1.8/1.6</td>
<td>0.7/0.7</td>
<td>0.18/0.20</td>
<td>3.4/3.4</td>
<td>-4.1/-3.4</td>
<td>0.6/0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Philharmonie (BP)</td>
<td>2.1/1.9</td>
<td>2.4/0.2</td>
<td>0.09/0.14</td>
<td>2.5/1.2</td>
<td>-5.6/-5.7</td>
<td>0.4/-1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helsinki Music Center (HM)</td>
<td>2.1/2.2</td>
<td>0.8/0.6</td>
<td>0.12/0.14</td>
<td>3.1/0.8</td>
<td>-3.9/-6.2</td>
<td>0.4/-2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lahti Sibelius Hall (LS)</td>
<td>2.0/1.9</td>
<td>0.2/0.6</td>
<td>0.31/0.30</td>
<td>4.1/4.3</td>
<td>-2.2/-2.1</td>
<td>1.1/1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuttgart Beethovenhalle (SB)</td>
<td>2.3/2.1</td>
<td>0.6/-1.2</td>
<td>0.11/0.11</td>
<td>2.1/1.1</td>
<td>-5.5/-5.8</td>
<td>0.7/-2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna Musikverein (VM)</td>
<td>2.8/2.9</td>
<td>-2.0/-4.0</td>
<td>0.23/0.19</td>
<td>4.6/3.3</td>
<td>-1.7/-2.5</td>
<td>0.5/-2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The audio samples were created by convolving the SRIRs with corresponding channels of anechoic recordings of a symphony orchestra. The recordings were of bars 33–36 (5.4 s) of the second movement of Anton Bruckner’s symphony no. 8. The excerpt is in *fortissimo* (**f**) and all the instrument groups are playing simultaneously. The resulting terminal reverberation tails were cut off in order for the samples to be representative of the general listening situation where only running reverberation is heard.

The samples were reproduced in an acoustically treated listening room with a 24-channel setup of 20 Genelec 8020B and 4 Genelec 1029A loudspeakers (Genelec, Iisalmi, Finland). The loudspeakers were positioned on five levels of elevation: at 0° (ear level) [azimuth angles 0°, ±22.5°, ±45°, ±67.5°, ±90°, ±135°, 180°], 30° [azimuth angles 0°, ±45°, ±135°], 45° [azimuth angles ±90°], 90° (on top of the listening position), and at −35° [azimuth angles ±40°, ±150°]. The nominal loudspeaker distance was 1.5 m from the listening position. The loudspeakers directly on top and those elevated on either side of the listening position were positioned at 1.2 m for practical reasons. The distance differences were compensated with appropriate delays and attenuation in the loudspeaker signals. The output gains of the individual loudspeakers were calibrated with 0.1 dB accuracy.

The listening room has a reverberation time of 0.1 s at mid-frequencies and the background noise level is 31 dB (A-weighted). The peak-to-peak level difference between the direct sound and the strongest early reflection in the 1 to 8 kHz band was found to be 12.8 dB on average across all the loudspeakers, therefore complying with the ITU-R BS.1116-1 recommendation for subjective audio evaluation systems (early reflection peaks at least 10 dB below the direct sound peak). The sound pressure level (A-weighted, slow) was measured with a calibrated sound level meter (SINUS Messtechnik GmbH, Leipzig, Germany) at the listening position, and was found to vary between 70 and 77 dB for the samples. No attempt was made to regulate the differences in level because they were caused by the natural differences in the acoustics of the halls.

### 3. Standard parameters

In order to understand the differences between the halls and their hybrids, the standard parameter values were calculated for the five aspects of listener experience:
reverberance (EDT), clarity ($C_{80}$), apparent source width ($J_{LF}$), sound level ($G$), and listener envelopment ($L_J$). An additional parameter, $G_{80}$, was included as a measure of the differences in the truncated responses. It is similar to $G$ but takes only the first 80 ms of the response into account. The other parameters were omitted for the truncated response: There would be no means to calculate EDT, $C_{80}$ would be infinite, $J_{LF}$ would stay the same, and $L_J$ would be minus infinity. The parameter values for receiver positions P1 and P2 at each hall are listed in Table 1 and Fig. 2 shows the same values with the values calculated for the hybrid responses.

It should be kept in mind that the parameter values presented are of a slightly different nature due to using the loudspeaker orchestra for the measurements instead of a single omnidirectional loudspeaker. They are more representative of the hall in performance with a real orchestra but not directly comparable to values measured using the typical method of one omnidirectional source.

4. Listening test

The listening test consisted of 4 separate rounds of 16 identification tasks each. Each round had identification tasks for positions P1 and P2 from each of the 8 halls ($2 \times 8 = 16$). In each task, the subject was presented with a reference sample and four samples out of which to identify the one corresponding to the reference. The four samples always included one that matched (fully in A, B, and C and partially in X) the reference sample and three other samples that were randomly drawn from the pool of other halls or hybrids, depending on the round. The round types are summarized in Fig. 1(c).

In round A all the samples were processed with truncated responses and one of the samples was identical to the reference. The listener’s task was to distinguish the reference by the source presence. In round B the reference was processed with a full response and one of the samples was identical to the reference. The three other samples were processed with hybrid responses that had the same late response as the reference, but different early responses. The listener’s task was to distinguish the reference by the source presence. Round C was contrary to B: The late response was varied while the

![Fig. 2. (Color online) The parameter values for the two positions P1 ("x") and P2 ("○") at each hall (large symbols) and their hybrid versions (small symbols: left side = variable early response, right side = variable late response). The parameters are averaged over the 500 Hz and 1 kHz octave bands except for $J_{LF}$ and $L_J$ (energy averaged) that are averaged over the 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 Hz, and 1 kHz octave bands. The abbreviations for the halls are as listed in Table 1.](image)
early response was kept the same. The listener had to identify the reference on the basis of the room presence. In round X none of the samples fully matched the reference. The reference was processed with a full response while the other samples were processed with truncated responses. One of the truncated responses was the same as the early response of the reference. The listener’s task was therefore to identify the closest match on the basis of a similar source presence.

Before the listening test, the subjects were given brief written instructions that described the task and the proceeding of the test. The subjects were told that the test was about identification of acoustics, but the nature of the samples was not discussed. They were also told that in rounds A, B, and C their task was to identify an exact match while in round X the task was to find the closest match. The subject was free to listen to the samples for as many times as necessary and in any order before making the decision. The time spent on the tasks was monitored without the subjects’ knowledge.

The test started with a short practice round of four identification tasks with truncated responses (identical to tasks of round A), after which came round A, followed by B and C in either order, and finally X. The order of rounds B and C were alternated between subjects. For one subject, the order of rounds A and B were accidentally switched, but the effect of this on the results is negligible. After each round was a short break when the subject was asked to answer one question on an answer form relating to the completed round: “How did you distinguish between the samples, i.e., what kind of differences did you use to identify the sample?” After the test the subject was also asked to rate the difficulty of the individual rounds on a scale of 1 to 5 (very easy to very difficult).

5. Results and discussion

Twelve male subjects of ages between 27 and 34 took part in the listening test. They were all acoustical engineers and/or musicians and had experience in critical listening. No one had any hearing impairments as far as they were aware. The results are shown in Fig. 3(a) in the form of percentage of correct identifications per subject and the median value for each round. A Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance shows that the differences between the rank means of the round results are significant ($\chi^2 = 23.41$, $p < 0.001$). Further analysis using Tukey’s least significant difference criterion ($p = 0.05$) shows that the results of both rounds A and B differ significantly from those of rounds C and X. However, the difference between the results of rounds A and B is not significant, and the same applies to C and X. The corresponding times spent doing the rounds and the median values are shown in Fig. 3(b).

The subjects had no trouble in identifying the halls on the basis of the source presence in the case of the truncated halls in round A, as expected. However, they did equally well in round B in the presence of reverberation, but spent more time on the tasks. Thus the characteristic early response of a hall was easily identified by the subjects even in the presence of reverberation. In round C, the identifications were
significantly less reliable than in A and B, although the most time was spent. The subjects’ assessment of the difficulty of the rounds [Fig. 3(c)] is in line with the results of rounds A, B, and C: A was felt to be easy, B moderate, and C difficult. In light of the subjective difficulty of round C the identification results were surprisingly good. It seems that the subjects were to some extent able to use repeated listening to focus on differences in the room presence characteristics even though the task was felt to be challenging.

For round X the median correct percentage was the lowest although overall the results resemble those of round C. The difference is that not much time was spent on the round and it was felt to be easy or moderate by most subjects. Two possible reasons for the discrepancy come to mind. Round X was done last by all subjects, so the results might carry some effects of fatigue. Furthermore, it was the only round where the samples did not include an exact match of the reference: The reference was processed with a full response and the samples were processed with truncated responses. It is likely that the difference in the context (room presence/no room presence) made it more difficult to connect the right source presence with the reference.

An interesting observation can be made about the parameter values (Fig. 2): The average deviation of the values is on the whole greater with variable late response than with variable early response. The exceptions are \( J_{LF} \) and \( G_{80} \) which are exclusive to the early response (likewise \( L_f \) is exclusive to the late response). Therefore the difference in the identification results of rounds B and C is not explained by the corresponding deviations in the parameter values.

Comparing the identification results between the two positions P1 and P2 reveals that the median values for the percentage of correct answers is identical for all rounds. However, a comparison of the amount of misidentifications [Fig. 3(d)] shows that for round B most of them were for position P2 (7 out of 96), which implies that at P1 (1 out of 96) the identification of the hall from the early response may be easier than at P2. This could be explained by P2 being further away from the orchestra, and thus more reverberant and quieter, with smaller values of \( C_{80} \) and \( G \) (and \( G_{80} \) on average. These factors may contribute to make the assessment of differences in the source presence more difficult. However, the deviation of the parameters is greater for P2 compared to P1, which suggests that the contrary result would be more likely.

Finally, the subjects’ answers to the question of what kind of differences they based their identifications on deserve some attention. For rounds A and B the two attributes that were by far the most often quoted were timbre and auditory width. Other often mentioned attributes were apparent distance, loudness, and the perceived amount and quality of bass. For round X the two top attributes were also timbre and width, although they were less dominant and more variety was seen in the other listed attributes. For round C, the top attributes were bass and timbre, followed by reverberance and width. It seems evident that timbre was on the whole among the most prominent variables in the listening test, and especially linked with the early response. Furthermore, none of the standard parameters specifically address timbre, which makes it more difficult to assess. While the subjects’ comments do not yet warrant further conclusions, they serve as food for thought for planning future studies.
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